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Artisan Stand Mixer Accessories
“Culinary delight is achieved by a mix of creativity,
knowledge, a sense for harmony and the right tools.”
Since cooking is a process, we have turned the Artisan
Mixer into an irreplaceable “kitchen tool” – exactly what
it was made for – allowing for a wide variety of accessories
and attachments to simply be plugged in and ready-to-go.
The Artisan Stand Mixer Accessories i ncrease cooking
excellence while decreasing your workload.
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Artisan Tilt-Head Stand Mixer

Artisan Bowl-Lift Stand Mixer

The unique and iconic design of the stand mixer makes it an extension of your
hands, your imagination, your skill. Together with its versatility and flexibility,
it can inspire and help you to create something truly special – every time.
Dressed in radiant and desirable colours, this tilt-head stand mixer will suit all
your evolving needs and tastes.

Bigger bowl, enhanced performance, more powerful motor.
For the professional who demands more from everything they do. Who wants
to entertain on a grander scale. Who needs the power at their fingertips to
create even more.
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Baking and Pastry Accessories
Wire Whisk, Dough Hook and Flat Beaters
Nothing can show your true Artisan skills more than baking your own bread and
creating your own pastries. Here there is no short-cut or ways to mask any
errors. It all is a matter of details.
A delicious dessert is the pinnacle of many gastronomic experiences. You can
only excel in this when you have the right tools, like the Artisan Stand Mixer,
which is an acknowledged Master Tool for your culinary master work.
KitchenAid has designed a series of mixing tools together with the new flex
edge beater guaranteeing you reliable results time and time again.
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Wire Whisk K45WW
Standard accessory included in all tilt-head stand mixers.
Used for incorporating air into eggs, egg whites, whipping cream
and dips (such as mayonnaise).
Made out of stainless steel (wires) and aluminium (head).
Not dishwasher-safe!
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Elliptical 11-Wire Whisk 5K7EW
Standard accessory included in all bowl-lift stand mixers.
Stainless steel 11-wire whisk has an elliptical shaped design to
maximize bowl coverage allowing large capacity whipping just as
quick and easy as smaller volumes.
It has just the right shape and size to optimize the best whipping
results.
Stainless steel.
Dishwasher-safe.
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Dough Hook K45DH
Standard accessory included in all tilt-head stand mixers.
Used for mixing and kneading yeast dough such as bread,
pizza dough and pasta dough.
Made out of aluminium and anti-stick nylon coated.
Dishwasher-safe.
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PowerKnead Spiral Dough Hook 5K7SDH
Standard accessory included in all Artisan bowl-lift stand mixers.
Used for mixing and kneading yeast dough such as bread,
pizza dough and pasta dough.
Stainless Steel.
Dishwasher-safe.
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Artisan Flat Beater K5THCB
Standard accessory included in all Artisan tilt-head stand mixers.
Used for normal to heavy mixtures such as cakes, frostings,
cookies and mashed potatoes.
Made out of aluminium and anti-stick nylon coated.
Dishwasher-safe.
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Artisan Flat Beater 5K7SFB
Standard accessory included in all Artisan bowl-lift stand mixers.
Used for normal to heavy mixtures such as cakes, frostings,
cookies and mashed potatoes.
Stainless steel.
Dishwasher-safe.
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Flex Edge Beater 5KFE5T
Optional accessory
Used for normal to heavy mixtures such as cakes, frostings,
cookies and mashed potatoes.
The flexible edge design guarantees faster mixing, without
stopping the motor and using a spatula.
Coated metal with silicone side.
Dishwasher-safe.
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Flex Edge Beater 5KFE7T
Optional accessory fitting all 6.9L bowl-lift stand mixers.
Used for normal to heavy mixtures such as cakes, frostings,
cookies and mashed potatoes.
The flexible edge design guarantees faster mixing, without
stopping the motor and using a spatula.
Coated metal with silicone side.
Dishwasher-safe
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Meat Accessories
Food Grinder and Sausage Stuffer
How much care do you take in choosing the right piece of meat?
A choice cut of meat requires particular care, especially when it is to be minced.
The preservation of the delicate structure of the fibres is key. If the mincing is
too fast or too fine the juices and structure of meat can be lost.
What looks like an ordinary food processing action is in fact a delicate
operation. KitchenAid applied the special care needed in designing the Meat
Accessory Kit, to ensure you excel in making your tasteful, burgers, loafs or
sausages.
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Food Grinder 5FGA
Optional accessory
Used for mincing and grinding meat, fish, vegetables, dried
bread, nuts, firm-fleshed fruits as well as cheese. Meat should
be extremely cold, even partially frozen, for best processing.
Comes with: a 2-sided, 4 blade self-sharpening stainless steel
knife, coarse and fine stainless steel grinding plates and food
stomper/wrench.
Large-capacity food tray optional (5FT).
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Sausage Stuffer 5SSA
Optional accessory
Must be used in combination with the 5FGA (food grinder)!
Used for making many varieties of sausages.
Comes with: 2 tubes (10 mm and 16 mm).
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Veggy and Fruit Accessories
Fruit and Vegetable Strainer, Rotor Vegetable Slicer and
Shredder, Optional Drums and Citrus Juicer
Whether you are a vegetarian or not, vegetables and fruit remain part of your
gastronomic diet. Thinking about your health, you know vegetables and fruit are
a requirement. Cutting and slicing vegetables and fruit can be the most time
consuming part of many preparations. Each dish requires a specific cutting and
slicing and each comes with its specific name. The quality and consistency of the
cutting and slicing can be crucial to the success of a dish.
You’ll be glad to hear that KitchenAid has designed a series of accessories for
the Artisan Stand Mixer that will make your life much easier when preparing
your healthy vegetables and fruit.
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Fruit and Vegetable Strainer 5FVSP
Optional accessory
Must be used in combination with the 5FGA (food grinder)!
A strainer cone, strainer tray and splash shield fit onto the food
grinder for processing/puréeing soft fruits and cooked
vegetables to make foods such as jams, purées, apple sauce,
sauces and baby food.
It strains the food to a purée and separates any pips, stems or
skins. So it’s not necessary to peel or core any product before
putting into hopper.
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Rotor Vegetable Slicer and Shredder MVSA
Optional accessory
For slicing and shredding root and raw green vegetables, potatoes,
onions, cheese, various kinds of fruits, nuts and chocolate for
toppings.
Comes with: medium and coarse shredding drums and
a slicing drum. Drums are made out of stainless steel.
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Optional Drums EMVSC
Optional accessory
Three additional drums for use with the MVSA.
Comes with: a purée drum, a stripping (Julienne) drum
and a fine shredding drum.
Drums are made out of stainless steel.
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Citrus Juicer 5JE
Optional accessory
For making fresh fruit juices.
Juices all citrus fruits. Strains out pulp.
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Omnifood Accessory Kit FPPC
Food Grinder 5FGA, Fruit and Vegetable Strainer 5FVSP
and Rotor Vegetable Slicer and Shredder MVSA
As an aspirational artisan — owning an Artisan Stand Mixer — you want to explore
the recipes of the KitchenAid Cookbook. The hub on the front of the mixer reveals
there is much more cooking fun and delight to be had from your Artisan Mixer. It’s
clear: your Artisan Mixer does much more than just mixing. It’s a real partner. For
all those who want to take their first steps toward cooking paradise, the OmniFood
Accessory Kit is a good start and a lasting choice. With this you will find it covers
most of the current food processing techniques. KitchenAid has designed this kit
to last, so once you buy it, you will be using it for a very long time. A durable
investment for the highest food processing quality on the consumer market.
For more details about the content see pages 29, 35 and 37.
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Summer Accessory
Ice Cream Maker
What could be more refreshing than ice cream or sorbet on a hot summer day
or night? Italians have raised ice cream and sorbet making to an art. The flavours
of a fresh home-made ice cream or sorbet are incomparable. It’s an absolute
reward for artisans who like indulging themselves and their guests. KitchenAid
has designed one accessory that will turn your mixer into an Italian “gelateria”
and “sorbeteria”. You jest may become the envy of your friends with this
Ice Cream Maker.
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Ice Cream Maker 5KICA0WH
Optional accessory
(For use on all European stand mixers only)
Produces up to 1.9L soft consistency ice cream, sorbets or frozen
treats and desserts in 20-30 minutes.
Liquid within the double walls of this innovative freeze bowl
provides thorough, even freezing throughout the mixing process.
The freeze bowl is not dishwasher-safe!
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Pasta Accessories
Pasta Sheet Roller and Cutter Set, Ravioli Maker,
Pasta Shape Press and Pasta Drying Rack
Italians are masters in turning flower, water and eggs into a surprising variety of
delicious pasta. However. Something that simple can be meticulous. Each type
of pasta has its own consistency. It’s own shape and style and texture. Not too
thick, and not too thin. When you make pasta the Italian way there is little room
for error. KitchenAid designed accessories for the Artisan Stand Mixer that will
turn your mixer into a compact Italian pasta factory.
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Pasta Sheet Roller and Cutter Set 5KPRA
Optional accessory
Set of 3 pieces, made of durable stainless steel: a roller to
make pasta sheets up to 140 mm wide and 2 cutters to make
fresh tagliatelle or spaghetti.
The Pasta Sheet roller and cutter set are powered by the stand
mixer, leaving both hands free to work with the pasta.
Pasta dough is rolled through the adjustable Pasta Roller
at a low setting, 1 or 2, to knead and flatten. At higher settings,
3 to 8, the Pasta Roller further flattens the dough for a wide
range of uses, such as thick for egg noodles, medium for lasagne
noodles, and thin for linguini pasta.
NEW: From today the Pasta Sheet Roller (ref. 5KPSA) can also be
purchased separately. Use the pasta roller to knead and perfectly
flatten formed pasta sheets.
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Ravioli Maker 5KRAV
Optional accessory
Complements the pasta sheet roller and cutter of the 5KPRA set.
Produces 3 wide rows of ravioli. The sculpted rollers create the
large pockets and crimp and seal the ravioli.
For stuffing your favourite pasta with your favourite filling.
Whether it’s meat, cheese, or spinach, the hopper guides the
filling between the pasta sheet, and the specially designed rollers
pinch and seal the filling into large pockets for exceptional ravioli.
Made of durable chromed metal.
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Pasta Shape Press 5KPEXTA
Optional accessory
This pasta press is ideal to make easy, fresh home-made pasta.
The pasta press comes with a combo tool, an accessory storage
case, cleaning brush and set of 6 plates for making pasta of
various lengths, widths and shapes.
Each plate is composed of one metal frame and two plastic inserts.
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Pasta Drying Rack 5KPDR
Optional accessory.
After unfolding the base legs, spread the arms in a staggered
spiral that can reach over 3 meters (16 arms of 20,32 cm each) of
total drying rack space.
Use the wand, conveniently stored in the centre post, to catch the
tagliatelle or spaghetti as they emerge from the cutters of your
pasta maker. Then place the fresh pasta on the rack for drying.
The rack handily frees up counter space while helping to promote
fast, even drying.
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Bowls
4.8L Artisan Bowl, 6.9L Artisan Bowl, 4.3L Bowl, 3L Bowl,
4.8L Glass Bowl and 4.8L Frosted Glass Bowl
Mixing, whipping, stirring, folding. How could you ever hope to do all these
without a number great bowls? Like any true artisan — who doesn’t possess just
one type of tool — and if you are truly passionate about cooking, yet want to be
efficient and organized – you want to enjoy cooking rather than spend time
cleaning the same bowl over and over while creating your miracles: you simply
need to be finely equipped. No slow down, few complications.
You simply can not have enough bowls if you are a passionate baker and maker
of tasty delights. KitchenAid has designed a series of bowls for each use,
making your life as an excited, and exciting cook, much easier.
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4.8L Artisan Bowl 5K5THSBP
Standard accessory included in all Artisan tilt-head stand mixers
ref. 5KSM150PS.
Polished stainless steel bowl with ergonomic handle.
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6.9L Artisan Bowl 5KR7SB
Standard accessory included in all Artisan bowl-lift stand mixers.
Highly polished stainless steel 6.9L bowl who can easily handle
3.6 kg mashed potatoes, 8 bread loaves of 450 g and even
16 pizzas.
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4.3L Bowl 5K45SBWH and 3L Bowl 5KB3SS
Optional tilt-head stand mixer accessories.
Complement the standard 4.8L bowl and utilized for mixing
smaller quantities.
The 4.3L bowl has a handle, the 3L bowl hasn’t.
Both bowls are made of polished stainless steel.
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4.8L Glass Bowl 5K5GB
Optional tilt-head stand mixer accessory.
Made of durable sturdy glass. Easy to read ingredient quantity
marks moulded into the side of the bowl.
Silicone lid – can be placed on bowl when proofing dough, such
as pizza crusts and rolls. Also helps keep bowl clean when stand
mixer is not in use. The moulded pouring spout makes pouring
batters easy, minimizing spills and drips.
The special bowl base secures the bowl to the stand mixer.
Mixing bowl is dishwasher-, freezer- and microwave-safe.
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4.8L Frosted Glass Bowl 5K5GBF
Optional tilt-head stand mixer accessory.*
Made of durable sturdy glass.
Easy to read ingredient quantity marks moulded into the side of
the bowl. Mixing bowl is dishwasher, freezer and microwave-safe.
Delivered with silicone lid.

* Standard accessory included in the 5KSM156FP model.
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Other Optional Accessories
Grain Mill 5KGM
Optional accessory
For grinding wheat, oats, rice, corn, barley, buckwheat, millet
and other low moisture non-oily grains. It can be adjusted to mill
anything from flour to coarsely cracked grains.
All in metal.
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Pouring Shield 5KN1PS*

Pouring Shield 5K7PS**

Plastic Cover KBC90N

Mixer Cover KMCC1WH

Optional tilt-head stand mixer
accessory.

Optional 6.9 L bowl-lift stand
mixers accessory.

Optional tilt-head stand mixer
accessory.

Optional accessory.

A non-sealing bowl cover.
Fits following bowls: Artisan 4.8L
bowl (5K5THSBP),
4.3L bowl (5K45SBWH) and
3L bowl (5KB3SS).
Are packed per 2.

This washable cover of 100 %
cotton polyester keeps the mixer
free from dust and grease. It has a
handy external pocket for recipe
books, kitchen gadgets and other
items.

One-piece, dual purpose accessory that helps prevent splashing.
The pouring spout allows you to add ingredients smoothly whilst mixing.
Made out of transparent plastic, it affords a full view of the ingredients
in the bowl.
Not dishwasher-safe.

*S
 tandard accessory included in tilt-head stand mixers 5KSM150PS. Fits all bowls except glass bowl 5K5GB and frosted
glass bowl 5K5GBF.
** Standard accessory included in all Artisan bowl-lift stand mixers.
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Technical Data
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Reference

Gross weight	Dimensions gift box 	EAN-code	Recommended
kg
H x W x D 		
Speed

Reference

5FGA

1.2

20 x 21.5 x 11 cm

54 13184 400309

Speed 4

5FVSP

0.7

16.5 x 26 x 9.5 cm

54 13184 400804

Speed 4

5FVSFGA

1.6

24.5 x 17.5 x 18.5 cm

54 13184 400705

Speed 4

5K5THSBP
1.1
21 x 24.5 x 24.5 cm
54 13184 403409
				
				

Inner Ø 21.5 cm
Inner H = 16 cm
H bowl = 19 cm

5FT

0.5

18 x 31 x 8 cm

54 13184 400606

-

FPPC

3.745

25 x 43.5 x 30 cm

54 13184 403003

-

5KR7SB
1.46
28.5 x 25.5 x 21.5 cm
54 13184 690038
				
				

Inner Ø 21 cm
Inner H = 18 cm
H bowl = 19 cm

MVSA

1.2

24 x 41 x 12 cm

54 13184 402808

Speed 4

EMVSC

0.55

19 x 36 x 9 cm

54 13184 402907

Speed 4

5SSA

0.12

8 x 22.5 x 8 cm

54 13184 402709

Speed 4

5KB3SS
0.75
20 x 24.5 x 24.5 cm
54 13184 401801
				
				

Inner Ø 21.5 cm
Inner H = 11 cm
H bowl = 14 cm

5KPRA

3.5

26 x 19 x 10.5 cm

54 13184 403102

Speeds 2 to 4

5KRAV

2.5

15 x 32 x 18 cm

54 13184 410209

-

5KPEXTA

2.2

32.5 x 22.5 x 21 cm

54 13184 410902

-

5K45SBWH
0.85
20 x 24.5 x 24.5 cm
54 13184 401504
				
				

Inner Ø 21.5 cm
Inner H = 14 cm
H bowl = 17 cm

5KPDR (black)

0.9

62.5 x 27.5 x 49 cm

54 13184 501037

-

5KICA0WH

3.095

28 x 26 x 26 cm

54 13184 410704

-

5K5GB
2.695
24 x 28.5 x 28.5 cm
54 13184 410124
				
				

Inner Ø 21.5 cm
Inner H = 16 cm
H bowl = 19 cm

5JE

0.5

23 x 17 x 12.5 cm

54 13184 401009

-

K45DH

0.3

19 x 12 x 12 cm

54 13184 401306

-

5K7SDH

0.47

11.5 x 11.5 x 18.5 cm

54 13184 690069

-

5K5GBF
2,71
24 x 28.5 x 28.5 cm
54 13184 690014
				
				

Inner Ø 21.5 cm
Inner H = 16 cm
H bowl = 19 cm

K45WW

0.22

19 x 12 x 12 cm

54 13184 401603

-

5K7EW

0.385

17 x 15.5 x 16 cm

54 13184 690045

-

K5THCB

0.23

19 x 12 x 12 cm

54 13184 403508

-

5K7SFB

0.62

17 x 15.5 x 16 cm

54 13184 690052

-

5KFE5T

0.28

19 x 18 x 4.5 cm

54 13184 403607

-

5KFE7T

0.5

20 x 4 x 22 cm

54 13184 690106

-

5KGM

2.18

22 x 22 x 14 cm

54 13184 410117

Speed 10

5KN1PS

0.364

8.5 x 29 x 23 cm

54 13184 410803

-

5K7PS

0.3

29 x 23.5 x 8.5 cm

54 13184 690090

-

KBC90N

0.36

3 x 26 x 26 cm

54 13184 401900

-

KMCC1WH

0.22

4 x 32 x 24 cm

54 13184 401702

-
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Gross weight	Dimensions gift box 	EAN-code	Other info
kg
H x W x D 		
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In U.K. & Northern Ireland:
Freephone helpline number on

Y 0800 988 1266


(calls from mobiles are charged at your standard network rate)

In Southern Ireland/Out of U.K.:
Helpline number on

Y +44(0)20 8616 5148


(calls from mobiles are charged at your standard network rate)

In Ireland:
Tollfree number

Y 00800 381 04026
(valid only from a fixed telephone)
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PO Box 19, B-2018 ANTWERP 11
www.KitchenAid.co.uk

